
«  Conditioning is not the work of dream but of thoughts. It is possibility to hold 
that well beyond our abilities, there exists a flexible relief on multiple horizons. 
Obviously those who support this particularly suspicious Light, invisible for some 
and not so for others, aim at a special feel for the phenomenon of Gift as given by 
spiritual authorities, and they will bring us, throughout this particular Suprematism, 
a test developed by automatic writing.» 

(introduction Suprematism in the very idea, 2014, p.15) 

 

 

« How can the royalty of the Ultimate be perceived with the naked eye? It is 
essential to go through the clothes and penetrate it thoroughly so as to perceive this 
Ultimate that is expected every day and get over appearances that are sometimes 
misleading. The intellect is not guilty of duels, of examinations passed thanks 
knowledge, but if it continues, it can --through coherent reflections, of course-- 
establish a perceived contact where the Ultimate will arise, if that nature is not yet 
revealed there.» 

(Ultimate, 2014, p.45) 

 

 

« The Ultimate is enclaved with synchronies and amazing choreographies. When 
confronted to our unveiled Ultimate, the least we can do is to respect it and if it so 
wishes, to enact it around us by sharing and thereby enable others to assert their 
own value with their positive qualities. The Ultimate, now integrated into capable 
molecules, triggers off an orthogenic system that grows more perfect as it goes to 
the summits of these potential and active extras. » 

 (Ultimate, 2014, p.57) 

 

 

« The Origin can be seen and is only explained since it is, in its quality, a factor of 
generosity and abundance. Organizing an origin progresses on a completed project, 
certainly, it will be made up of intuitions, of hypothetical ideas, of creative 



surprises. It is obvious that the Origin is a quantity in the thickness of the 
unexpected. It consists of energy of course. Its certainty goes against any effect. 
Even though the muzzle is expanded with time, men can --through technology, 
which is the genius of our planet, accompanied for some by extensive studies on 
open-mindedness-- achieve a slight self-defence, in the nature of survival, against 
the natural destructions that engender a return to the rule. » 

(The Origin, 2014, p.64) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	  


